Welcome to the topic on creating key performance indicators in SAP Business One,
release 9.1 version for SAP HANA.
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In this topic, you will learn how to:
Use Key Performance Indicators (also known as KPIs) in your cockpit
Design a KPI in the Pervasive Analytics Designer

In this course we introduce key performance indicators or KPIs. KPIs are quantifiable
measurements that reflect critical success factors in a company such as targets for
revenue or profit margin.
Several predefined KPI cockpit widgets are available for tracking performance
objectives. In addition, the ability to easily create your own KPIs has been added to the
Pervasive Analytics Designer.
There are two main benefits to using KPIs. KPIs allow you to easily and quickly check
progress towards achieving your company’s strategic goals and objectives. The ability
to create your own KPIs gives you the option to design financial and operational KPIs
that reflect your own unique business needs.
Using KPIs, you can evaluate your business performance at a glance in your rolebased cockpit or in advanced dashboards.
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In our business example, the manager at OEC Computers wants to set up KPIs to
measure corporate goals.
This year the company has a performance goal of less than 2 overdue deliveries per
month. He would like to set up a key performance indicator (KPI) to measure the
company progress towards this operational goal.
He would also like to design a KPI that measures the percentage of sales that are
returned to the warehouse and company progress towards reducing that number.
He also needs to understand how to set up financial KPIs for corporate financial
targets for sales revenue.

Key performance indicator widgets allow you to visually evaluate the status of your
business.
SAP provides a large number of prebuilt KPIs but you can also design your own.
You can base your KPIs on:
• Analytic Views
• Calculation Views
• User Defined Queries
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As of release 9.1, a new HTML5 cockpit is available that can display multiple KPI
widgets. Additionally you can display KPI widgets inside an advanced dashboard.
Here we see a KPI displayed in the widget. Predefined and user-defined KPIs have
the same structure.
At the top left, you see the name given to the KPI.
The KPI value appears in the center. Colors can be used to show if the KPI is meeting
its goal. In this KPI, the green color indicates that this KPI has reached its goal.
In the bottom right, you can see how the KPI is trending. This KPI shows an upward
trend. Once again, you can choose colors to indicate whether the trend is good or bad.
In the bottom left, you see the date range for the KPI.
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A user can choose the appropriate KPI widgets in the Widget Gallery. Users see all
KPIs that they have authorization for.
A user can:
• Search for a KPI widget by name
• Narrow the widgets displayed to only KPIs
• Add a widget by clicking on the plus sign.
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You can view the full list of available predefined KPIs in the Pervasive Analytics
Designer.
Initially with version 9.1, predefined KPIs are available for the charts of accounts used
in four localizations:
the United States,
Germany
Great Britain, and
China.
Predefined KPIs that are not based on charts of accounts are available for all
localizations.
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Authorized users can edit or create KPIs using the Pervasive Analytics Designer. You
can create a new KPI by choosing the button on the left. You can use the scroll bar to
scroll through the list of KPIs. You can delete a KPI by hovering over the KPI and
selecting the X. You can choose a KPI to open its definition.

New options in creating dashboards and how to design an advanced
dashboard are discussed in other delta courses for the 9.1 release.
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The KPI definition in the Pervasive Analytics Designer has four areas.
1. In the top left, there are two icons for saving the KPI definition. The first icon is
Save and the second is Save As.
2. The area on the left lists all available queries, analytic views and calculation views
that can be the base for a KPI. When creating a new KPI, you can choose a query
or view from these lists.
3. The third area is the main definition for the KPI. The window opens initially on the
Value Settings tab for the KPI. The two other tabs are the Filter and Parameter tab
and the Composite KPI tab.
4. The last area displays a graphical view of the KPI as it would appear in a widget.
This allows a user to see how the final KPI will appear as they create or change a
KPI. This area also has links to a window for changing the display colors and for
adding an action to open additional analytics in an advanced dashboard.
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The Value Settings tab is the main tab for the query definition. We will focus on this tab
now and come back to the other two tabs later in the course. The Value Settings tab
has a section at the top for name and description.
The Set KPI Value section contains the information on how the KPI is calculated. On
the left we see a measure from a query. This particular measure is the sum of
outbound inventory that will be displayed in currency units. The data source that
contains this measure is listed below. In this example, the data source is a system
query for determining the Outbound Inventory Value. Optionally, this section may also
contain a date dimension. In this case, the KPI calculates the KPI by month. The next
two sections are where you set KPI goals and trends. We will talk more on this in a
moment.
At the bottom there are two checkboxes. The interim checkbox is used to indicate that
this KPI is used to calculate a more complicated KPI and is not meant to be used in a
widget. Therefore, you mark this checkbox, if you do not wish this KPI to be available
in the cockpit. The Smaller Value is Better checkbox is used when you have a trend
that should be heading downwards instead of upwards. Most KPIs use trends that are
expected to increase in value, such as this KPI for outbound delivery amounts or KPIs
for revenue or cash. This checkbox is used for KPIs such as overdue receivables
where we prefer to see the amount as small as possible.
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The Set KPI Goal section is where you adjust your KPI targets.
A predefined KPI is delivered with the target set at zero, therefore a valid target needs
to be set before a KPI is ready for end users. An authorized user should set the target
value to match the company’s needs.
In our business example, the manager would like to see a target value for outbound
inventory at 15000 per month. So the manager would enter that value here.
Even if you have a KPI where smaller values are better, you will want to set a value
that is not equal to zero.
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In the KPI Trend section, you can choose how to calculate whether performance is
improving when compared to a prior period.
In this graphic we are viewing a KPI for Total Cash. Unlike the previous KPI we viewed
for outbound delivery, this KPI does not have a date dimension specified. Therefore,
you can choose to compare months, quarters, years or days.
When choosing a time period such as Month. You have the option to compare to the
previous month this year or to compare to the same month in the prior year. Month-onMonth means comparing this month to last month, for example comparing February to
January. Month-over-Month compares this February 2014 to February 2013.
Note that if the time dimension is specified in the Set KPI Value area then you only
have the choice of that time period. For example, the outbound inventory KPI was set
to be calculated by month so the only two possibilities for setting a trend are MonthOn-Month and Month-Over-Month.
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When looking at a delivered KPI or a KPI that was designed by someone else, you
may want to understand better what lies behind the calculation of the measure. In
these cases, it is helpful to look at the definition of the data source.
In the case of queries, this is quite easy. The name of the data source is listed in the
Value Settings tab.
Open the Query Manager using the menu path shown in the graphic. In the Query
Manager, open the appropriate category. In this case, the Outbound Inventory Value is
a System Query. When you open the query, you immediately see the query results,
but you can also open the area above the results to see the query definition.
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Here are the process steps for creating a simple KPI.
You begin in the Pervasive Analytics Designer and choose the object you wish to
create, in this case, you choose New KPI.
You choose a query or view as the data source for the KPI.
Set the value settings for the KPI.
Define the display settings.
Once you have saved the KPI, authorized users can add it to their cockpits.
There are additional options you can add to creating a KPI, such as adding filters or
parameters, basing a KPI on another KPI or adding the ability to open an advanced
dashboard from the KPI widget. We will discuss them later in this course.
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For our first example, we will look at a simple KPI that measures how many overdue
deliveries occur each month.
The manager at OEC Computers wants a KPI to measure the number of overdue
deliveries each month. Employees will receive a full bonus based on achieving 1 or
fewer overdue deliveries per month. Employees receive a partial bonus if the company
achieves a total of 2 to 5 overdue deliveries.
We will go through the steps to create the KPI to fulfill this business need.
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Once you have determined what business statistic you wish to measure, you need to
find or create a query or view that allows you to measure the business statistic.
For our business example, we will use a query that compares delivery dates on
Delivery Notes to the base Sales Order’s original expected delivery date.
This query contains more information than we need for our KPI. All we will need from
this query is a count of the number of sales orders that were not delivered on time and
the ability to determine the month in which we originally expected the delivery.
Although the query does not specify a measure for count and a value for month, these
will be available in the Pervasive Analytics Designer. The count will be determined
from the number of sales orders returned and the month will be extracted from the
expected due date on the sales orders.
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After giving your KPI a name and description, the first step is to set the KPI value by
choosing the base measure and dimension from your query.
Find your query or view in the list of queries and views. When you open a query, you
will see all the measures and dimensions available from that query.
Drag a measure over to the Set KPI Value area. In this business example, we have
chosen a count for the number of overdue deliveries. The next step is to define the
appropriate unit for that measure. In this case, the count is not a currency, percent or
day so we choose none. The display area then shows up all the overdue deliveries in
our database regardless of time period. That is why we see 422 on the right.
To narrow down the time period for the KPI, we choose a date dimension. In this
business example, we want to measure the number of overdue deliveries per month
based on the expected delivery date of the sales order. We drag over that time
dimension and then choose This Month from the dropdown. Now the display on the
right shows us the number 2, reflecting the total for this month so far.
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Once we have made settings to determine how the KPI value is determined, we need
to specify when we reach our goal and how we know if we are making progress
towards our goal.
In this business example, we want to achieve a goal of 1 or fewer overdue deliveries
each month. Therefore, we enter a description for this goal and a value of 1. Because
the number of overdue deliveries this month is already higher than 1, we see the value
of 2 appear in red in the display.
We could measure the monthly goal in relationship to last year, but in our case, we
want to measure progress as compared to last month. Therefore we choose MonthOn-Month Basis in the Set KPI Trend area. The trend shows a 60% reduction in
overdue deliveries compared to last month.
In most cases, a larger value is positive, but since our goal is reduce overdue
deliveries, we flag the checkbox Smaller Value is Better. After we mark this checkbox,
we now see that the trend arrow is green instead of red.
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We saw how the choices made in the KPI definition change the display of the KPI. We
can control the display colors in the Status Displaying window.
Previously, the value “2” appeared in red. Our target for the KPI is 1, but we have
stated employees will receive a partial bonus as long our company does not exceed 5
overdue deliveries per month. Therefore, we would like the values for 1 or less to
appear in green, 2-5 to appear in yellow and 6 and above to appear in red.
We click on the words Status Displaying to open the window shown here on the right.
We can use the color dropdowns to change the colors. The numbers entered on the
boundaries of colors determine the threshold for each colored range shown in the
display.
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There are additional options available for KPIs. One of these is the ability to filter.
For example, we might wish to design a KPI that tracks if overdue deliveries occur for
one of our top customers.
If the customer dimension is in our query, then we can create a filter for a specific
customer.
To filter, open the Filter and Parameter tab in the KPI. Drag a dimension to the filter
box. The Filter Editor window appears so that you can choose a value for your filter.
In this window, you can also add parameters and specify a default value for each
parameter. We will see how parameters can be used to set a date range later in the
course when we discuss a financial KPI that calculates a value accumulated from the
beginning of the month to the current date.
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A KPI that is based on another KPI is called a Composite KPI.
This type of KPI can be used to reverse the value of KPI (for example displaying a
negative expense value as a positive value) or for calculating the difference between
two KPIs such as Sales Amount and Sales Returns.
In our second business example, we will see how to create a composite KPI to
calculate and measure company progress towards reducing the percentage of sales
that are returned.
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Composite KPIs are easy to create.
On the Composite KPI tab, you can choose one or more base KPIs and then write an
expression to calculate the value you wish to measure.
Unlike regular KPIs, there is no need to specify a measure on the Value Settings tab.
Instead, you open the Composite KPI tab and choose a base KPI to drag into the
variables box. Then you write an expression that calculates the value you wish to
measure in your KPI.
For example, to create a KPI that measures the percentage of sales that are returned,
we choose the predefined KPI for Total Sales Amount and the predefined KPI for
Sales Returns Amount and drag them both into the Variables box. The first KPI we
drag over is labeled by the system as K01. The second interim KPI becomes K02. We
see this in step 1 in the graphic.
Then in step 2, we divide the Sales Returns Amount KPI by the Total Sales Amount
KPI to get the percentage. We write the expression as K02 over K01.
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After adding the KPI and expression on the Composite tab, we still have all the usual
options for value settings, filters and displays.
Since we created a composite KPI to calculate a percentage, we need to set the unit to
percentage on the Value Settings tab because the default is currency.
We set our KPI to measure returns for this year as compared to last year by choosing
the time dimension and the KPI trend value.
We set a target of 1% for this year.
We set the KPI trend to compare this year to last year.
In our example, we will still be using the two base KPIs. However, if the original KPI
was only created as a step towards building the final KPI, you have the option on the
Value Settings tab to mark the original KPI as an interim KPI if you no longer wish the
base KPI to be available for use in the cockpit.
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In this business example we will look at financial KPIs.
The sales manager has set a target for sales revenue each month. He would like to
use the predefined KPI for net sales revenue to monitor his company’s progress.
The KPI for net sales revenue looks like it will meet his needs because it uses the
current values in the profit and loss accounts for gross sales and sales discounts to
calculate net sales revenue for the month to date and compares the revenue to the
previous month.
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In this example, we will look at the predefined Net Sales Revenue KPI to understand
how financial KPIs are structured.
To explain how this works we will use the example of a predefined KPI for Net Sales
Revenue. The KPI for Net Sales Revenue is based on the calculation view called KPI
Profit and Loss Query.
This calculation view is used as the data source for multiple financial KPIs. Because of
this financial KPIs use additional elements to specify the accounts used to calculate
the results of each KPI.
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Because of a financial KPI’s connection to the general ledger, the KPI definition must
include some additional elements we have not discussed previously.
A financial KPI definition always includes a parameter that links the KPI to a specific
financial report template and a filter to specify the accounts used to calculate the
results. The filter is called a Financial KPI factor.
In the following graphics we will see where KPI factors are set up and how they are
used to specify the subset of accounts needed for a KPI.
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Just as we have predefined KPIs, we also have predefined financial KPI factors to
associate the KPIs with related accounts in the general ledger.
There are 28 predefined financial KPI factors and you can view them in the
Administration module.
Financial KPIs are used to specify which accounts will be used as the filters on the
calculation view data source for KPI values.
In this list we see the KPI factor number 12 that is used in the Net Sales Revenue KPI
to specify the accounts in the report template that will provide the data for the KPI
value.
You also have the option to create new financial KPI factors in this window.
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The financial KPI factor is linked to an item (an account or a level representing a group
of accounts) in a financial report template.
Here we see the configuration behind the Net Sales Revenue KPI. In this predefined
KPI, the KPI Factor number 12 is linked to a level representing the Turnover accounts
in the predefined report template for Profit and Loss for KPI for the British chart of
accounts. This level includes all the accounts needed to calculate net sales revenue. It
includes gross sales revenue accounts and sales discount accounts.
If you create your own financial KPI, you would need to create these links yourself.
You have the ability to use these elements to customize your own financial KPIs.
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Here we see how the KPI factor and the report template are linked to the definition of
the KPI.
This is Filter and Parameter tab for the Net Sales Revenue KPI.
When you use predefined financial KPIs, you will see a filter called either KPI Factor
Internal Key or KPI Factor Name already set up in the Filter and Parameter tab. In this
example, a KPI Factor Internal Key called KPI Factor 012 has already been set as the
filter. The filter is used in conjunction with the parameter specifying the report template
to tell the query exactly which accounts to use. In this case, they narrow the results to
those for net sales revenue.
On the right we also see two parameters that tell the KPI to calculate the results for the
current month up to the current date. The first parameter specifies that the beginning
date of the date range will be the beginning of the month. And the second parameter
specifies the current date to be the end of the date range.
When you create a new financial KPI, you will need to set up the filters and parameters
that enable the KPI to pull the data from the financial report template item that is linked
to the KPI.
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If you wish to create a new financial KPI based on your own selection of accounts
rather than using the predefined KPI factors, here are the steps.
1. Add a new KPI factor to link to source accounts in the Financial KPI Factor – Setup
window.
2. Open the appropriate Financial Report template.
3. Choose the account or account group that will be the source for data in the KPI.
4. Enter the KPI factor in the Factor field in the report template.
5. Create your new KPI in the Pervasive Analytics Designer. Choose the financial
calculation view or query associated with the Financial Report template as the
source.
6. Enter the KPI factor name as a filter and choose the appropriate KPI factor.
7. Set Start and End dates by dragging these measures from the view to the
parameters box.
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Here are some key points about this topic:
KPIs measure progress towards a goal with quantifiable measures and trend
analysis.
SAP provides prebuilt KPIs but you can design your own in the Pervasive Analytics
Designer.
You can base KPIs on three types of data sources: analytic views, calculation views
or user-defined queries.
You can choose a measure and dimension from a data source as the basis of the
query.
In the KPI definition, you can set goals, trends, filters, parameters, and display
colors.
A composite KPI is a KPI based on an expression containing one or more KPIs.
Financial KPIs use KPI factors to specify the financial accounts used in calculating
KPIs.

For more information on KPIs, see the section on key performance indicators in the
how-to-guide How to Work with Pervasive Analytics.
More information on adding widgets to a cockpit is available in the delta course topic
for the Role-Based Cockpit and in the how-to-guide Working with the Fiori-style
Cockpit.
To learn how to create an advanced dashboard that contains KPI widgets, view the
delta course topic: Create an Advanced Dashboard.

Thank you for your time.
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